
The ChipsFly 
Router Table Package

This operational and safety instruction manual is essential for every router table owner. For safe operation, you 
must know and understand the dos and don’ts of operating your tools, and the router table with cutter speeds up 
to 25,000 rpm is no exception.
Safe operation is primarily the operator’s responsibility, but we value safety and include safety accessories as stan-
dard equipment on our router table, for which others charge. That includes:

1)  Feather boards and a bit guard to keep your hands at a safe distance
2) A dust extraction chute
3) A start/stop switch that locks against unintended use
4) A zero clearance insert that surrounds the bit
5) A flip-stop so your eyes don’t drift away from the work
6) A locking router lift to secure the bit with a reminder for feed direction
7) Three starter pin locations for free-hand routing
8) And five insert rings instead of the usual three to close the bit opening

Plus, we’ve invested in this comprehensive manual and a series of online videos to inform and educate. 
We want you to be part of what makes woodworking a safe, productive, and worthwhile experience.
Sincerely, 
Lewis Stepp 
ChipsFly.com
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Successful and Safe Use of the 
ChipsFly Router Table

If you’ve had a router for a while, and this is your first chance to use a router table, get ready for a new range of 
opportunities and capabilities. The router table provides a whole new dynamic to the router and provides capa-
bilities you cannot get with a handheld router.  
This manual is not meant to teach you how to do a range of woodworking operations (see “how to” videos on 
ChipFly.com and YouTube); rather, it’s intended to show you how to set up router table operations properly and, 
most importantly, how to do it all safely. It cannot be stated any more clearly: you cannot argue with a sharp 
object rotating at a breakneck speed. Fortunately, if you understand your router table, know what to look out for, 
and what to consider, you’ll be good.

Table of contents

NOTE: ANY TIME YOU ARE REPLACING A ROUTER BIT OR ADJUSTING  
SETTINGS, EITHER THE POWER CORD SHOULD BE UNPLUGGED, 

 OR THE LOCKING PIN PULLED OUT OF THE STOP/START SWITCH.

1) Before you start

Plug your shop-vac and the router motor into the Stop/Start switch, then connect the shop-vac to the dust port 
with a standard 2.5” shop-vac hose. It is best to plug the Stop/Start switch into a dedicated wall outlet because 
both the router and the shop-vac will draw current during use, and you may trip the circuit breaker if the circuit 
supplies power to other devices simultaneously.
Whether your router table is on casters or leveling feet, ensure the table does not rock, so you are not distracted 
while pushing a piece of wood across the table. If you are using casters, lock all four 
casters before use.
The Start/Stop Switch has a Safety Lock that can be implemented by simply pulling 
the yellow plastic front piece from the switch trigger. Without this piece, the Start/
Stop Switch becomes inoperable. Consider this if you have young kids around the 
shop.

2) Direction of travel when pushing wood past a router bit

There is a critical difference between cutting on one side of the bit or the other. It can be the difference between 
making something beautiful or making firewood (or maybe a trip to the hospital).
Presented on pages 3 & 4 are seven scenarios for the direction of wood travel when using a router table. On a 
router table, the router bit spins counterclockwise (CCW), and the safe practice is to cut into the bit’s rotation 
which means the direction of cut should be clockwise (CW) around the wood.

1) Before you start
2) Direction of travel when pushing wood past a 
router bit
3) Router bit size and router speed
4) Selecting and using insert collars
5) Installing and removing a router bit
6) Setting the height of the bit
7) Setting the fence distance

8) Setting the fence faces
9) Using the Bit Guard
10) Flip Stop and mortising
11) Using the Starter Pin with a bearing bit
12) Using the router table as a jointer
13) Using the Zero Clearance Insert
14) Using featherboards 
15) Using push pads
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It is unsafe to feed the wood by hand with the router bit on the 
other side of the wood. The spinning bit will tend to grab the 
wood and pull it forward and away from the fence, which is 
dangerous with you holding the wood.

For safety and control, feed the wood right to left with the bit 
on the fence side of the wood. The spin action of the bit will 
thus “push” the wood toward the fence and you.

Cutting a groove, the width of the bit, down a board’s under-
side is safe anywhere across the board’s width if you feed right 
to left and do not take too deep of a cut. The critical thing is 
that the entire bit must be within the board and not sticking 
out beyond the board’s edge. 
The depth of each cut primarily depends upon the board’s den-
sity (think pine versus oak) but generally 1/8˝–1/4˝ for a first 
pass and no more than 1/4˝ for subsequent cuts.
Note: There is no dust collection when solid wood is between 
the router bit and the dust collection port.

How close can a groove (Rules #3 & #4) be to the far outside 
edge and not violate Rule #2? The answer is easy; the bit should 
not extend past the board’s edge by any more than necessary to 
trim the edge.  
If you are making rabbets on the router table, follow Rule #1. 

To widen a groove, you must consider which way to move the 
fence. Let’s say you only have a 1/2˝ straight bit but need a 5/8˝ 
groove. After you’ve made the first pass (for 1/2˝) and you’re 
ready to do the 2nd pass, do you move the fence away from the 
bit 1/8˝ or 1/8” closer to the bit?
If you move the fence away from the bit, you will cut, as in the 
first example, a safe practice. If you move the fence toward the 
bit, you are effectively doing what’s shown in the 2nd example, 
an unsafe practice.

Fence

Fence

Fence

Direction of Travel When Table Routing (arrow is direction of wood movement)

Fence

Fence

Right

Wrong

-1-

-2-

-3-

-4-

-5-

Good

Barely good

Dangerous
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Pinner in 
routing table

If you’re free-hand routing an edge profile with a bearing bit 
on an irregularly shaped object, use the starter pin (also called 
a “Pinner”). First, “pin” the wood on the starter pin, and then 
slowly rotate the wood into the bearing on the spinning bit. 
Then ride the guide bearing cutting CW into the rotation of 
the bit.
You can use the router table to cut identical parts by making a 
template and attaching it to your wood with double-sided tape. 
Use a flush-trim bit and ride the guide bearing along the tem-
plate to shape the wood to the template. To reduce the chance 
of kickback, remove most of the wood outside the template 
on a band saw, leaving less than 1/8˝ of wood for the router to 
remove.
Tear-out occurs when routing against the grain direction. A 
solution is to use a double-bearing bit. Flip the wood over so 
the template is on the bottom. Then change the bit height so 
that the other bearing can ride against the template and with 
the grain direction.

• If routing wood with a template, start by removing as much wood as possible with a band saw.
• The thicker the wood, the less you should take off in each pass. The general rule is not to remove more 
than 1/8˝ of wood at a time.
• If you have a big router bit, you should progressively take off about 1/8˝ of wood in successive passes to 
minimize tear-out. But, this depends upon the wood. Some wood is forgiving, and you can take more off in 
each pass.
• Secure the wood very firmly. Use push blocks, feather boards and backer boards whenever possible.
• For small or narrow pieces, it’s better to cut a profile on a large piece and then trim it to the size you want. 
• There are times when the router bit will burn the wood due to a dull router bit, or there’s too much pitch 
on the bit, or you are moving the router too slowly, or some woods burn easily. There are several ways to 
work around this issue.
• If too much pitch is on the blades, use a blade cleaner and remove the pitch. 
• Sharpening a router bit can be tricky, but check online for dos and don’ts on the best ways.
• Speed up your movement if you’re moving the wood too slowly past the router bit, but too fast may dam-
age the wood or leave milling marks. You need to find the optimum speed for the kind of wood you’re work-
ing with and the router bit you’re using.
• Another option is to place masking or blue tape across the wood that the bearing rides on or on the face 
of the fence, then do your routing. Now, remove the tape and route again. This 2nd pass should remove all of 
the burn marks, and since this last pass is so thin, you are less likely to re-burn the wood.

If routing outside a frame, cut clockwise (CW) around the 
frame (into the bit’s rotation). Cut counterclockwise (CCW) 
if you are routing (say) a rabbet on the inside. The arrows in 
the image to the left show wood movement (the reverse of bit 
movement).
With a hand-held router, you would cut in the opposite di-
rections since the bit’s spin is reversed (CW) on the router’s 
underside.

Arrows show wood traveling
direction past the router bit

-6-

-7-

Essential Routing Tips
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Router bit size versus router speed
If you intend to use router bits over 2” in diameter, we recommend a variable speed router that can change the 
rotational speed of the router bit. But why is this important?  
At the same rotation speed, the outer rim of a two-inch diameter router bit travels twice as fast as the blade of a 
one-inch router bit. At 20,000 revolutions per minute, a router bit of one-inch diameter has a rim speed of about 
60 miles per hour, while a two-inch bit’s rim speed is close to 120 miles per hour.
If the router speed is too fast for the bit size, damage to the wood or the router bit may occur. At a minimum, you 
risk burn marks on the wood or tear-outs, and the router bit may dull faster. If the router speed is too slow, the 
cuts could be choppy, ragged, rough, or rippled.
Routers with variable speeds have a dial on them with arbitrary numbers on the dial, with the low numbers in-
dicating a slower speed and higher numbers indicating a faster speed. Your router’s manual provides the router’s 
speed for any given number.
Fortunately, calculating the proper speed for any given router bit is straightforward. The following chart provides 
a recommended rpm speed for any given router bit.

Bit Diameter Maximum RPM (roughly)
Up to 1 inch 22,000
1 – 2 inches 20,000
2 – 2-1/2 inch 18,000
2-1/2  – 3-1/2 inch 10,000

If you need to use a wide router bit, measure that bit’s diameter and set your router’s speed accordingly. If you use 
big router bits rarely, you may want to put a post-it note somewhere to remind you that you changed the router 
speed.

3) Selecting and using insert rings

The ChipsFly router lift has five different 
insert rings to support your workpiece 
close to the router bit. Select an insert 
ring that is (1) large enough to let the 
entire router bit through and (2) provides 
the largest surface area to slide your wood 
across during use

The ring’s gap is much too big in the image on the left. On the right, the gap is 
minimal and provides the most supporting surface area.

To remove an insert ring, take the heavy wire wrench, insert the tips into the two 
holes in the insert ring and rotate CW. The ring is reversely threaded to help keep 
the insert ring tight when the router operates (rotating CCW). When installing 
the size you want into the router lift, rotate CCW. 

4) Installing a router bit (and removing a router bit)

If an insert ring is currently on the router lift, remove it as described in the previous section. Now, with the rout-
er lift crank, unlock the router lift mechanism, and raise the router as high as it can go. (You set this height when 
installing the router into the lift). If it is not high enough for you to access the collet’s lower locking nut, you need 
to review the Assembly Instructions and redo Section 4: “Attaching the router to the router lift.” 
You should not insert the router bit full depth into the collet because there’s almost always a short expanding 
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taper at the top of the shank. If you tighten against the taper, the router’s vibra-
tion will likely loosen the bit. It is best to raise the bit in the collet to tighten 
against the whole shank. Even if there is no taper at the top, if the bit bottoms 
out, the collet may try to pull the bit deeper when tightening, causing the collet 
not to hold onto the bit adequately. So, it’s always best to lift the bit so part of 
the shank is slightly out of the collet when tightening.
Modern collets have a self-releasing feature. After initially loosening the collet 
nut until it turns free, the router bit still does not release. Continue unscrewing 
the collet nut about one extra rotation until it seems hard to rotate again. The 
router bit will be fully released and easy to remove by unscrewing the nut just 
a tad more

5) Setting the height of the router bit

Never use a power tool to raise or lower the lift. This can permanently damage the lift mechanism.
First, ensure the lift’s lock is not engaged (lifting and lowering while the lock is 
engaged can damage the lift’s threads). Rotate the lift’s crank CW to raise the router 
bit and rotate CCW to lower the router bit
You can control how much you raise or lower the bit by reading the graduated 
wheel dial. The dial raises or lowers the bit 0.050” on every rotation. To convert 

this to a fractional inch is straightforward: since 
each rotation raises/lowers the lift 0.05˝, ten rotations are 1/2˝; five rotations 
are 1/4˝; two and one-half rotations are 
1/8˝; etc. The wheel dial has markings every 
0.001” for exceptional precision. 
There are other ways to set the bit to a 

specific height. Setup bars can set the bit height or distance from the fence 
when working in fractional inches. Using a setup bar is as simple as selecting 
the bar (or bar-sandwich) and placing the bar(s) where you need a measurement [See: www.chipsfly.com/setup-
gauge-blocks.html and www.chipsfly.com/15pc-setup-block-set.html]. 
Another consideration is our Mini Router Table Gauge Set to set height and distance 

from the fence [www.chipsfly.com/router-gauge-set.
html]. Or, for a digital device that can determine the 
height and distance from the fence in decimal or frac-
tional inches and mm, there’s our EZ-Check Digital 
Gauge [www.chipsfly.com/ez-check-digital-gauge.
html]. For a full range of analog and digital measur-
ing and layout tools, go to www.chipsfly.com/measuring-and-layout-tools.html. 

6) Zero setting the graduated wheel dial

One handy feature of the ChipsFly router lift that is easy to overlook is that you 
can manually rotate the graduated wheel dial to a zero setting, like zeroing out a 
digital caliper. Raise the bit until it is just at the tabletop’s surface, then with both 
thumbs pressing down, rotate the dial to zero. Now, using the lift’s crank, turn 
the dial the number of times needed to raise the bit to the desired height above 
the surface. You can raise the bit in thousands of an inch using the dial or count 
the rotations of the dial to work in fractional inches.

Bad Collet
Setting

Correct Collet
Setting

https://www.chipsfly.com/setup-gauge-blocks.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/setup-gauge-blocks.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/15pc-setup-block-set.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/router-gauge-set.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/router-gauge-set.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/ez-check-digital-gauge.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/ez-check-digital-gauge.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/measuring-and-layout-tools.html
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After setting the height of the router bit, be sure to lock it by transferring the crank from the dial to the lock 
mechanism.

7) Setting the fence

The fence and the miter/t-track guides on 
a router table do not need to be parallel. 
To set the fence location, bring the fence 
visually close to the desired location, 
lightly tighten one end-knob, move the 
other end until you’ve placed the fence 
where it needs to be in relationship to the 
bit, and then tighten both end-knobs. 
Setting the fence is very easy if the router 
bit has a bearing. By eye, bring the fence near where the edge of the bearing is flush with the fence and lightly 
tighten one side of the fence. Place a metal ruler against the fence and the bearing, then slowly move the other 
side forward or back until the ruler makes contact with both sides of the fence AND the bearing.
Do not use a miter gauge (in the miter slot) simultaneously with the router table’s fence. If you look at the two 

images above, either way, the fence aligns with the bit, but it is not 
parallel to the miter slot. If the fence and miter slot are not parallel, 
even by just 1/2°, you’ll be pinching the wood when it is in contact 
with the miter gauge and fence, which is very dangerous. Using a 
square piece of MDF or plywood against the fence is a safer and 
more effective way to push the workpiece, and it also will reduce 
tear-out as the bit exits the workpiece.

The main benefit of the tabletop miter/t-track guides is the attachment of feather boards.

8)  Setting the fence faces

Loosen the knobs on the back side of the fence to narrow or widen the mid-
dle gap between the fence faces. By tightening the 
opening around the router bit, you focus the dust 
collection and make it more difficult for the wood 
to slide into the open space.
When changing bits, adjust the opening between 
the faces to be close to the router bit for safety and 
dust collection.

9) Using the Bit Guard

Whenever possible, you should use a bit guard to safeguard your fingers. 
Use the included transparent yellow-tinted bit guard for operations close 
to the fence. The bit guard’s two T-bolts slide into the front T-track on 
the fence with the two plastic washers inserted between the fence and the 
guard—lower the bit guard close to the bit for maximum safety.  
Note: For photographic clarity, we did not use a bit guard in the photos in 
this manual where you should use a bit guard.
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10) Flip Stop and mortising

When routing a blind dado, mortise, or any profile where the cut is less than the length of the wood, it is best to 
use a stop. The stop enhances safety and helps guarantee consistency with repetitive work.
Milling a mortise on a router table is a “blind” operation where the wood 
is plunged into the bit, concealing the cutting action—layout lines placed 
on the wood direct where to start and stop the mortise. The steps are:
1. Select a straight or spiral bit that is the width of the desired mortise and 
set the bit height to about 1/8” for the first pass, raising it on subsequent 
passes until you reach the desired depth. 
2. Move the fence away from the bit to set the mortise location from the board’s edge. (Measure with setup blocks 
or the EZ-Check digital gauge). 
3. Start the router, then hold the workpiece above the bit and against 
the fence with the back end planted on the table. 
4. Align the left layout mark with the left side of the bit, then slowly 

lower/pivot the wood down, keeping your 
fingers clear of the area above the bit.
5. To complete the mortise, slide the wood 
against the fence from right to left until the 
right layout line is in alignment with the right side of the bit.
Since the bit is hidden, typically, marks are placed near the bit on the tabletop or 
on masking tape to indicate the left and right sides of the bit. The process involves 
paying close attention to where to start and stop each pass, perhaps leading to inac-
curacies. Instead, use the flip stop to stop the cut for safer operation and consistent 

results. And always remember to slide the wood right to left when cutting against the fence.

11) Using the Starter Pin with a bearing Bit

The small shiny cylinder with threads on one end is a Starter Pin (some-
times called a Pinner). Its sole purpose is to provide the leverage you need 
to maintain control when starting a cut 
freestyle against a bearing bit. The start 
pin acts as a fulcrum allowing you to 
leverage the wood into the bit’s cutting 
edge until the bearing makes contact. 

Once you make contact, you can continue the cut against the bearing away 
from the starter pin. Without the starter pin, you have no leverage, and the 

wood may fly away, with your workpiece 
now firewood. Always use a starter pin when freestyle routing against a 
bearing bit. Note in the Photos we show cutting into the bit’s rotation, never 
with the rotation, which is unsafe.
There are three taps for a starter pin on the top of the ChipsFly Router Table 
Top. When starting against the long grain, the two pins closest to the bit 
provide sufficient leverage. But, end grain can be more challenging, so you 
may want to use the further away pin to gain more leverage.
Always remove the fence and use push blocks or a bit guard to protect your 

hands when freestyle routing. 
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12) Using the router table as a jointer

The fence on your router table can function as an edge jointer by moving the left (outfeed) 
surface further out compared to the right (infeed) surface. The ChipsFly 
Router Table system includes two 1/4˝ aluminum bars that fit into two 
pairs of grooves behind the left side of the fence. One pair of the grooves 
sets the left side 1/16˝ further out (note the “B” slots in the photo on the 
right), and the other pair of grooves set the left side 3/32˝ further out 
(the “A” slots in the image on the right). 
It’s essential to make sure you have the bars in their respective grooves. 
Otherwise, the fence will tilt up or down (see the image on the left).

Also, be sure not to push the rods so deep that they are in the way of the router bit (see the 
lower 2nd image on the right).
Once you have the two bars into their respective grooves in the fence, setting the fence 
is very similar to setting it as explained on page 7. If you’re using a flush-trim bit (with a 
bearing at the end of the bit), you place the ruler against the left fence and then move the 

fence until the ruler makes contact with the 
bearing. 
If you do not have a a bearing bit, rotate the 
bit until the cutting edge of the blade touches the ruler. Using a spiral 
bit will reduce tear-out and provide the best finished surface.
If you want the opposite side of the board to be parallel, do not flip 
the board to edge joint the other side on the router table. Instead, cut 

the opposite side on your table saw with the router jointed edge against the fence. Then both edges will be flat 
AND parallel. 

13) Using the Zero Clearance Insert

With a router, the safe practice is to always cut into the bit’s rotation, with 
any deviation from that rule requiring extreme care and very light cuts. But, 
when cutting into the bit’s rotation, the bit’s cutting edge is spinning out of 
the wood rather than into it, which often results in tear-out, significantly 
when cutting against the grain. So, how do you avoid the tear-out?
Tear-out occurs when the bit’s cutting edge exits the wood with nothing to 

support the surrounding wood fibers. 
When using the fence, the answer to 
tear-out is a Zero Clearance Insert 
(ZCI), with the wood pushed past the bit by a backer board.
The ZCI is an expendable centerpiece that you insert between the left and 
right fence faces, then cut through it with the router bit you intend to use. 
The fence package includes a sample ZCI and dimensioned plans to make 
additional copies. To cut into the ZCI, 
turn on the router, loosen one of the 

fence-holding knobs, and slowly and carefully pull that side of the fence into 
the bit, but only a small distance. Then, tighten the loose side, reverse the pro-
cess and pull the other side into the bit; repeat until you’ve cut entirely into the 
ZCI. If there is a guide bearing, first drill a hole in the ZCI to house the guide 
bearing before pulling the fence through the bit.
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After you cut the bit profile into the ZCI, you proceed just as you would without it, remembering to take lite cuts 
in each pass and, if necessary, to slow the router’s speed down as described on Page 4. As the bit’s cutting edge 
continuously exits the wood, the ZCI supports the surrounding fibers stopping tear-out.
The backer board that pushes the wood through the cutter can be any perfectly square wood block. Like the ZCI, 
it stops tear-out by supporting the surrounding fibers when the bit exits the end of the workpiece. The bit profile 
is cut into the backer and will continue to stop tear-out until you change the bit. When you change the bit, you 
can reuse the backer board by rotating it to a different corner.

14) Using featherboards

Feather boards are a safety device that reduces risk while providing steady constant 
pressure against the wood, guaranteeing that there will be no variations in the quality 
of the cut throughout its length.
When the workpiece is against the fence, you can either 
place one feather board parallel to the fence and directly 
align it with the router bit or use two feather boards before 

and after the bit. The feather boards attach to 
the t-track in the tabletop using the included 
t-bolts and knobs.
Sometimes, a feather board is needed to put 
pressure down from above the wood with the 
feather board attached to the front t-track of 
the fence.

15) Using push blocks

Push blocks and push sticks are essential safety tools on the router table and your other 
power tools. They keep your hands out of harm’s way while firmly gripping the wood 
and reducing the risk of kickback. If you do not currently own a set, consider our 
well-crafted safety set, which includes three push blocks and two push sticks. For more 
information: www.chipsfly.com/safety-push-block-stick-set.html.

16) Vertical Support Bar

Some joinery operations (e.g., raised panel, lock miter, drawer lock, etc.) require the workpiece to be stood on 
edge while held vertically against the fence as the workpiece 
travels past the bit. With the typical short fence on most rout-
er tables, it is challenging to properly and safely support tall or 
wide boards on the edge.
ChipsFly has an answer with our Vertical Support Bar. After 
attaching it onto the top T-Slot on the fence, the steel bar rides 
high above the router table top, extending the fence height to 
better support tall or wide boards on the edge.
For more information, including a guide on how to set up and 
make simple drawer lock joints using the support bar: www.
chipsfly.com/assets/images/Pdfs/vertical-support-bar.pdf. 

https://www.chipsfly.com/safety-push-block-stick-set.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/assets/images/Pdfs/vertical-support-bar.pdf
https://www.chipsfly.com/assets/images/Pdfs/vertical-support-bar.pdf
https://www.chipsfly.com/safety-push-block-stick-set.html
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Additional Accessories for the 
ChipsFly Router Table

Casters - If your shop has limited space or you prefer to move your equipment 
around to best suit the needs of your current project, casters for heavy equipment 
are essential. Moving from leveling feet to leveling casters is fast and easy.

Push Blocks - You want your hands to be as far from a spinning router bit as possible. 
ChipsFly.com has an excellent Safety Push Block/Stick set for that purpose. Use the set 
pieces with all your power tools, not just the router table.

Setup Blocks - Every power tool, including the router ta-
ble, requires some setup for proper operation. A set of Setup 
Blocks is one of the best ways to set up your router table and 
other equipment in your shop. ChipsFly.com offers two sets, a 
15-piece and an 8-piece. 

Vertical Support Bar -Laying a piece of wood flat on the router table to push it through the cutter is pretty 
straightforward. However, when you need to push a board 
on edge past the router bit, the supplied fence on most router 
tables is not tall enough. The Vertical Support Bar increases 
the fence height on the ChipsFly table for safe and accurate 
vertical routing operations. 

Router Table Gauge Set - The iGaging Router Table Gauge Set is a simple set of 
gauges for setting the height of router bits, the distance from the center of a router 
bit to the fence, and the distance of the edge of a bit to the fence. A popular low-cost 
tool, and it does not require batteries.

EZ-Check - By far, the most capable of all the tools for any setup or measurement is the EZ-
Check. This digital device displays fractional inches, decimal inches to thousands of an inch and 
millimeters. It can read a distance above and below a surface or to any point on the surface. You 
can zero out the measurement and then measure from that point. It can measure standing up or 
laying flat. On a router table, you can easily measure bit height, the distance from either side of 
the bit to the fence, or the center of the bit to the fence. Available with either 6” or 8” capacity. 
Incredible accuracy at the push of a button.

Router Bits - A wide variety of router bits are available for the router table. But for most projects, a 
small set is all that is needed. We prefer spiral bits over straight flute bits, especially for mortising.     
Instead of chopping, the angled cutting edges of spiral bits, which are in constant contact with the 
wood, slice the wood leaving a cleaner cut. 

https://www.chipsfly.com/search.asp?keyword=setup+blocks
https://www.chipsfly.com/safety-push-block-stick-set.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/router-gauge-set.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/ez-check-digital-gauge.html
https://www.chipsfly.com/sets-and-dovetail-router-bits.html

